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In a global context, UK equities remained sluggish in Q1 2024,
with domestic indices showing low single-digit changes compared
to high single-digit or low double-digit gains for indices in the US,
Japan, and China. Unusually, these equity market gains came
despite higher US and UK 10-year bond yields, which rose by
about 60 bps. 

While central banks have stuck to the narrative that policy rates
have peaked, a stronger than expected US economy and an
emerging Chinese manufacturing recovery have pushed expected
rate cuts into the second half of the year. If 2023 was the year
markets adopted the idea of a US soft landing, 2024 could be the
year of the no-landing hypothesis. With robust US GDP and jobs
data, there is waning economic justification for rate cuts, and the
question for the Bank of England and the ECB (where there is a
case to cut) is whether they are prepared to lead the Fed. 

A Fed rate cut in an election year with an economy growing at
+3% pa and creating over 300,000 jobs monthly looks like a
political act. Doubt regarding central bank independence
increases fears of US Treasury debt monetisation. Such concerns
have pushed precious metal prices and bond yields higher
simultaneously, confusing commentators and raising concerns of
radical uncertainty. China has been switching its reserve assets
from Treasuries to gold bullion for some time, action consistent
with plans for a currency devaluation or a military campaign.  

Other commodity prices have also strengthened during the
period. Oil is up 16%, with Brent Crude close to its 12-month
high and above $90. Copper and other industrial metals have also
risen, and a few soft commodities have spiked. Cocoa prices have
nearly doubled YTD. While containable, these price moves come
when retail inflation appears stubbornly sticky. We might not be
heading for a 1970s-style double-headed surge, but fears of
sustainably higher inflation persist. 

Despite delayed rate cuts, yield curves are normalising as longer-
duration yields increase, and bond wonks debate whether this
implies a bull or bear steepening. The outcome will be determined
by whether we can manage a manufacturing-led reflation (China’s
recovery persists) before the long and variable lags of “higher for
longer” start to break things. One doesn’t have to look far to find
swathes of debt that require refinancing; Thames Water is just
one example. 

However, for equities, the high level of market concentration
remains a feature, particularly the dominance of the Magnificent
Seven AI Big Tech goliaths. A robust, fiscally stimulated US
economy and growing evidence of a technological paradigm shift
continued to pull markets higher from the top, albeit with less
force. Although we have previously commented on this bubble-
like trend, it is becoming more widely debated. 
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Knowing you are in a bubble is tricky until it is too late. Today’s
tech titans have sounder financials than most of their dot-com
equivalents, suggesting the AI bubble could still be in its formative
stages. Era-defining bubbles, like those seen in 1929, 1973, and
2000 only collapse after they have sucked in all market
participants. While we tell ourselves that we are not going to get
sucked in, the dominance of passive index-tracking does much of
it automatically.  

The timing of major trend reversals in equity markets is impossible
to judge. However, history indicates that periods of extreme
concentration led to multiyear returns to active and value styles,
particularly in smaller companies. Although long-term equity
market trends change slowly (at least initially), some encouraging
early signs are present. In Q1 2024, flows to UK equity funds
remained negative but at a declining rate, increasingly offset by
increasing share buyback and M&A activity.  
 
Notably, February witnessed the first net inflow into UK Small-
Cap Funds for over two years. One swallow doesn’t make a
Summer, but the idea that the UK is overdue an increased capital
allocation is gaining wider traction. The suggestion by Shell that it
is still considering the option of moving its listing to the US has
not only flagged the UK’s cheapness compared to international
peers and boosted its valuation, but it has also given itself the
political room to pivot back to its core hydrocarbon development
activity more quickly.  

As UK-listed companies continue to retire their lowly valued
equity through record levels of share buybacks and agree to
offers at attractive valuation premia, the price action on increased
capital flows to the lower echelons of this market will be dramatic.
We have waited long enough! 
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Probably nothing.
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JACKSON’S CHART -  COOPER (WEEKLY)
An analysis by Jackson Wray

Copper (Weekly) - In February, we covered the very interesting and rangebound spot Copper price (highlighted by the rectangular zone
between $3,75 and $3.95). Since the break and retest of the longer term trendline highlighted previously price interacted with a second
trendline which was held until the end of February. Price moved aggressively through the important $3.95 level and quickly moved to
(and through) the next key area at $4.20. Although difficult to attribute this to one factor, the 13% CN50 rally preceded this move in
Copper, and has seemingly given price the spark it needed overcome the resistance levels and range highlighted. With price now free
from this wall of selling, price is gravitating towards $4.51 and $4.80 where the all time high is in sight. Considering the recovery in
China, the well known supply imbalances and current momentum, this could be a matter of time if $4.51 is broken in same fashion as
levels below. 
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The Case for the UK

The Case for Gold  

Shell Considers Listing in NY

Market Concentration

US Debt End Game Fuels Gold & Bitcoin

Rising Liquidity Is Fueling A Bull Market In Gold & Bitcoin

https://www.tradingview.com/chart/ttLxncMj/?symbol=CAPITALCOM%3ACOPPER
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2024/04/09/britain-on-mend-france-italy-heading-for-trouble/
https://www.ft.com/content/bdcb7d8a-e958-4910-9d1b-a6a519812503
https://www.ft.com/content/bdcb7d8a-e958-4910-9d1b-a6a519812503
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/4d3e46c6-fe3a-419e-b910-921f7ce02d40?shareToken=c12707c7dc5384eb2b89367bd0ea7011
https://www.downing.co.uk/insights/the-rise-and-rise-of-the-titans
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUIwAyNdKw0&list=PLvER9nHSRN3xVs_p-dl7L7K_ZgL6lSudu&index=3

